
Front End Developer
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Who we are:

WolkAbout is looking for an experienced Front End Developer to join our growing technology team.
With a strong knowledge of Angular, he/she will work on the systems that help us maintain and deliver
new features to our Platform.

Founded in 2013 by a team of veterans in the industrial automation and software development industry,
WolkAbout is one of the pioneering Industrial Internet of Things companies. We built
a complete IoT application enablement platform and user-friendly tools to allow system integrators,
product and service providers to develop and rapidly bring industrial-grade IoT applications to market.

With 50+ employees and headquarters in Prague, Czechia, a regional office in Arnhem,
the Netherlands and a development centre in Novi Sad, Serbia,
WolkAbout is simplifying digital transformation journeys worldwide.
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It would be nice if you have:
+ Experience with UX / UI design

+ Experience with Nrwl

+ Experience with CSS preprocessors (SASS, LESS)

+ Experience working with build tools (Webpack, Rollup)

+ Experience working with package managers (NPM)

Your main responsibilities will be:
+ Developing new user-facing features

+ Ensuring high-quality graphic standards and brand consistency

+ Building efficient and reusable code and maintaining and
improving existing libraries and modules

+ Striking a balance between functional and aesthetic design

+ Ensuring the technical feasibility of UI/UX design

+ Optimising application for maximum speed and scalability

+ Collaboration with backend developers to improve usability

You are a great fit for this role if
you have the following skills
and experience:
+ 2+ years of development experience

+ Strong experience with Git, Jenkins and code collaboration in teams

+ Experience with Jira, YouTrack or similar Issues
and Project tracking software

+ Strong experience with:

Angular 9 framework

Angular Material

Typescript

RxJS

NgRx

+ Experience with CSS and FlexBox

+ Analytical and structured way of working

+ Good knowledge of English
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Work location: Serbia, Novi Sad, Bulevar Jovana Dučića 15

Company size: 50+

Posted on: June the 1st, 2020

Deadline for applications: June 19th, 2020

Start date: ASAP

Company-sponsored conferences,
workshops and overall knowledge improvement

Opportunity to work with and learn from our top
IoT team and grow professionally and personally

Holiday: 25 days/year

Flexible working hours

Environment: friendly and dynamic

Private health package,
Fitness benefits/fun activities

Salary: competitive

Workweek: 40 hours

Job type: full-time

Remote position

Gameroom

Bike and free parking

Possibility to work from home

Why work with us: Specification of
our organisation:
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Join our team as we create smarter tomorrow!
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